
Communications from the Revolution
Four Poems by Norman Macleod 

Social Document 
The miners were a dark glow in the blackness of the strike: 
Coal was conceived beneath the earth's surface 
And was rich with growth but dild not feed the obstetricians 
Who brought it forth. The mine shafts were greedy 
Of men and did not loose their labor unless starvation 
Pitted them with weakness and their hands were bold 
With the misery of death. At night (from the dayshift) 
Or at day (from the nightshift), the miners were an uneasy 
Slumber in their shacks. The patches were a wall of slovenly
Children who were emaciated with pellagra and stark
With the bone turned to the greed of flesh and their bodies 
Dark as their eyes with sorrow. I saw many children 
In the mine towns of Pennsylvania but never did I see 
One laugh. They were interested in strikes and riots 
And could recount the reason for murdei· trials and homicidal 
Arrests. The deputies were ogres that they understood 
And did not fear but hated as fairy tales of capitalism 
That stifled their breath. There was no majesty of the law 
That they did not jeer at silently with their childhood 
Behind them. They had grown old partaking of the miserable 
Nourishm ent that enslaved their fathers for life. At the union , 
Relief Headqua rter s were the only bounties they had ever known. 
It was a grim hardihood that stained their minds with blood. 

Scab Counterpoint 
The house was a headquarters of scabs: the Hungarian
Proprietor reeked of homemade whiskey and he bleached
The atmosphere with white emigre talk or colored his dialog 
With fa scism. The scabs there were prideful of their espionage 
And retailed the knifing of comrades in the night, 
When the moon went with the tide of the strike 
And was pale with sorrow . 
We felt the crucifixion of their conscience and saw 
The flower of their corruption, fooled as emissaries 
Of the operators to club the militant revolters 
Back to work. Sometimes it happ ened that the scabs 
Were missing u·hen the time of their detail occurred, 
And indictments were circulated en masse 
To incarcerate the strikers . 
It was also a paean of joy when a scab wa killed, 
As if the earth had been cleaned of a scorpion:
The sting of their treachery . was vile 
As the st ench of their hearts. The strikers were violent 
Only iin time of desperation, but for the most part 
S trong with a gr im unison: they could see the historical
Program as a perspective: they were a plan for revolution
Like the control of industry and they, self-generating 
Cogs, with the knowledge of the strength of the whole 
To hearten them. They could not lose in the long run 
And were cool in the marking of the degeneration 
Of capitalistic disease. 

Steel Mill Reversal 
Tfiat year there were many communications
From the revolution: a steelworker
Bared his brawny heart, breasted with strength 
And furr ed with the hair of his sweat 
And his labor: he said what we all feel 
And I won't repeat it. You have seen the dawn 
Come up in the scarlet way of a red factory 
And the burnish of steel: the barbwire there 
And the uniformed thugs ·and the piles of brass 
In the background. The blast furnaces are 

Running like the ' time of the era, and the worker• 
Have been swept along with their leaders. 
Their revolt is latent and hoarded 
Against the year beyond conval escence. 
They presume to suppose the fixity of definition 
In the class alignments adn are readily
Informed of their enemies. It is not too much 
To seek the end of this supposition: the armed 
Of their mass in arsenal reversion 
Will be a field of bayonets with the conquested 
Audible airplanes flying above them 
And their bombs exploding as reports of a new day. 

Mill Workers 

After work with the whine of machinery 
In the sawmill, the green sound of lumber 
'Splitting to steel was a nightmare 
For our· thought. We stumbled to the barracks, 
Soaped our bodies with water and rinsed 
Our eyes of sawdust, and felt like a dipper 
Battered and uncontained. At supper 
We were ravenous and our hands were a web 
To snare the food. 
Afterwards we smoked on the porch and watched 
The folk walking the roads in the milltown 
To poolrooms, some would be having 
White mule in their veins, but we 
Were too tired. We could not speak 
For the sleep that was heavy 
On our brains. The barracks would be odorous 
With the sweat of our bodies. 
We were contaminated by the mill and after a night 
Of restless slumber, we would be going our way 
Again to the sheds (and the whistles blowing.) 
We did not have time to think 
Of our exploitation except on Sunday, but then
We met like workers to organize a strike 
Like men. 

"HOME, 
JAMES!" 

Jefferson Davis


